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Development of Ubiquitous Robotic Space for Networked Robot Jaeyeong Lee, Heesung Chae, Hyo-Sung Ahn, Wonpil Yu, and Young-Jo Cho Intelligent Robot Research Division Electronics and Telecommunication Research Institute (ETRI) 161 Gajeong-dong, Yuseong-gu, Daejeon 305-700, Korea [email protected]



Abstract - This paper1 describes the concept and structure of a ubiquitous robotic space (URS) where a robot or human can have information assistance from the space and a specific robotic task can be carried out efficiently. The proposed URS comprises three spaces: physical, semantic, and virtual space. We describe constituting elements of URS and their relationship, which include a robot localization network, environment sensing network, and URS management server. As an example of application, an office-care service build on URS is described. Keywords - Ubiquitous robotic space, network robot, localization network, environment sensing.



1. Introduction Recent advances of robot technology have extended its application from industrial robots in a fixed environment to intelligent service robots in daily environment. For real life application, perception of the environment has preliminary importance for the success of robotic tasks. Conventional approaches based on computer vision or artificial intelligence are hardly able to solve the problem due to unstructured and complicated nature of daily environment. Accordingly, researchers have paid attention to develop intelligent or smart spaces which support a human or a robot inside building environments. In this kind of space technology, sensing ability or intelligence is distributed into the space or a remote server and robotic tasks are executed by cooperating with the intelligent space. There are several researches related on robotic spaces with ambient intelligence. In TAG project performed by AIST, they proposed a distributed knowledge robot control scheme in which every object is posted with a RFID tag containing the manufacturer's network address and the knowledge information required for a robot to handle the object concerned [2]. Intelligence space project aims to construct the intelligent environments that are able to monitor what is happening in them, build a model of them, communicate with their inhabitants and act based on decisions they make. In the project, monitoring of the 1 This work was supported in part by Korea MIC (Ministry of Information and Communication) & IITA (Institute for Information Technology Advancement) through IT leading R&D Support Project.



environment was performed using only vision sensing [2]. In GUIDE project, all interesting objects are tagged with RFID in order to observe and understand day-to-day human activities [3]. In this paper, we describes the concept and structure of a ubiquitous robotic space (URS) where a robot or human can have information assistance from the space and a specific robotic task can be carried out efficiently. Our work primarily aims to provide a systematic way or architecture for constructing a ubiquitous robotic space in general indoor environment, in which robotic services can be realized naturally.



2. Conceptual Structure of URS Fig. 1 shows a conceptual structure of a ubiquitous robot space. The URS comprises three major components: physical, semantic, and virtual space. The physical space consists of a robot, sensor network, and location sensing network. The semantic space consists of semantic modeling, information fusion, reasoning, and service control modules. Finally, the virtual space consists of sensor fusion, simulation, and mapping modules. In the following, description about each space is given in more detail. 2.1 Physical Space According to a particular robotics technology (RT) service, different sensors are employed for a mobile robot; however, the robot should be equipped at least with a set of sensors for reactive motion and delivering video/audio data to users. Video/audio data may also be used for recognizing objects or environment in the sense of traditional robot tasks, but robotic recognition is deliberately minimized to run RT service in harmony with ambient IT infrastructure. The robot should be equipped with a communication means to connect to the Internet. Environment data including current status of the robot should be delivered to semantic space for interpreting the physical space. A data format should be defined; location information about the robot, sensor data obtained the robot itself, sensor data provided by sensor networks, timing data, robot's velocity, estimated time to a destination, battery status, and so on should be properly formulated to fit into the data format. To avoid network congestion, data encoding may be introduced at this stage. In addition,
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Fig. 1. Conceptual structure of ubiquitous robotic space.



metric information gathered from the physical space is transformed to logical information for semantic processing. The same data should also be delivered to the virtual space for displaying. 2.2 Semantic Space The semantic space manages domain knowledge database and processes logical data to extract contextual information about the physical space, thereby activating a relevant RT service. The activated RT service is carried out by the robot after the robot interprets the RT service and decomposes it into pieces of actions. 2.3 Virtual Space The virtual space receives environment data from the physical space. The environment data are transformed into graphic data. Depending on the user's terminal (e.g., mobile phone, PDA, PC, PMP, etc.), relevant graphic format should be employed. SVG (Scalable Vector Graphic) or VRML may be used for this purpose, which is an internationally accepted graphic standard. To accommodate different H/W resolution of the user's terminal, a proper means to scale down or up the original graphic display is needed.



3. RT Service Management Server



The RT service management server (hereinafter, RSM server) manages the three spaces and provides interface to existing communications network. The RSM server may contain decoder for incoming vide/audio, user authentication, video/audio conversion to accommodate various user terminals, VM server to interface mobile phones, WEB server to interface Internet users, SMS agent, 2D/3D map processing S/W, IP allocation and management and daemons to process semantic languages.



4. Location Sensing Network A location sensing network is used to sense the robot's position and orientation, location of objects, and people. Each element of the location sensing network contains a unique ID, a means to communicate with the robot. It will be advantageous for each element to communicate among them, but it is not necessarily required. A communication protocol to initiate searching for and tracking can be carried out by the robot or the location sensing network. 4.1 URS Zone For a mobile robot to plan a path and navigate to destination, location information that is consistent over the map is required. However, for a large indoor environment which consists of many rooms and connecting passages, it is very hard to obtain a globally consistent map. To cope with this problem, we physically divide the URS space
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Fig. 3. Concept of URS zone.



into sub spaces, called by URS zone, and build a local map for each URS zone. Fig. 3 shows the concept of URS zone. This concept of URS zone agrees well with the human concept on the space or map. For each URS zone, a unique ID is assigned to distinguish them. 4.2 Localization of Robot For the localization of a robot, we have developed a localization sensor suite, which is composed of wirelessly controlled infrared tags and a detector. Each tag is composed of infrared LED and wireless transceiver module, and detector is composed of camera and tag controller. The tag is attached on the ceiling and has its own identity. The detector is mounted on the top of a mobile robot and produces location information of the robot by optical tracking of tags. Fig. 4 shows a localization sensor suite developed for building a robot localization network. Position and orientation errors of the localization sensor suite are bounded by ±5 cm and ±1°respectively. The update frequency is 30 Hz and localization coverage is 5 × 5 square meters when the ceiling height is three meters. It has been revealed that the developed localization sensor suite can provide very reliable and accurate localization of the mobile robot. For a more detailed technical description about the localization sensor suite, refer to [4].



UWB location, a robot then searches the target object until the object is visible from the camera of the robot. In this step, a RFID technology is utilized: a RFID tag is attached on the object and the relative direction of the RFID tag is determined by comparing the strength of the signals received from the dual RF antenna of the robot [5]. Finally, the exact location of the object is determined by locating the object using the stereo vision system. The information of the object required for vision processing is obtained from the RSM server by using the RFID of the object as the index of the object database stored in the RSM server. Location of people in the space is determined from the UWB system. Since the location of people is not fixed and varies along with the movement of people, the people's position is determined using only UWB system with less accuracy. For more accuracy, however, we may utilize a ceiling camera solution. Location information of people can be used to call a robot from arbitrary place of the space.



4.3 Localization of Object and People We use hierarchical sensor fusion of UWB, RFID, and stereo vision system in order to locate interesting objects in the URS zone. Initially, the location of an object is roughly determined from the UWB system with accuracy of about ±1 meters. The UWB system is pre-installed independently for each URS zone. After entering into the uncertainty boundary of the object formed from the initial



Fig. 4. Localization sensor suite.
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5.



As the robot enters the next zone, current zone is changed to the zone entered newly and accordingly the coordinate system is also changed. 6. The local map of current zone is used to plan a path and navigate to the destination if the destination is located in the current zone or the next link position otherwise. This hierarchical representation of map structure gives us two merits. Firstly, we can avoid the problem of global consistency by building local maps independently. Secondly, coverage of the localization network can be easily extended by just inserting a new local map into the network map along with the zone transition information.



6. An Example RT Service Framework with IT Systems



Fig. 5. Structure of network map.



Moreover, people's presence in the robot's workspace raises important safety concerns.



5. Zone to Zone Navigation As described previously, local maps are built for each URS zone of the URS space. Each local map is stored in the RSM server along with its associated zone ID. Since the local maps are only locally consistent, we introduce a network map which connects local maps in graph structure for global consistency. Fig. 5 shows an example of the graph structure of our network map system. In the network map, each local map forms a node and two local maps are connected by a link if they are spatially adjacent. In each node, zone transition information is also stored as link position. For a given destination, a robot firstly determines whether or not the destination is located at different zone. If the destination is located at the same zone, a normal path planning and navigation is performed using the corresponding local map. On the other hand, if the destination is located in another zone, the sequence of the navigation is described as follows 1. The networked robot receives its current location and zone ID from the localization network. 2. A sequence of zones from start to destination that should be passed is determined by graph search in the network map. 3. A local path from the current position to the link position of the next zone is determined using the current local map. 4. The robot navigates to the link position of the next zone.



This section briefly describes a real implementation of an RT service based on the three spaces and RSM server. As described before, the exemplified RT service is composed of three interconnected functional blocks: physical, semantic, and virtual space. The three spaces are integrated into one RT service which is managed and updated by the RSM server located remotely. The overall structure of the example implementation is illustrated in Fig. 6. For seamless operation of a mobile robot dedicated to the RT service, the localization network should satisfy several issues. They may be accuracy, update frequency for multiple robot operation, coverage (or scalability), network deployment (it should be wireless except for power requirement), availability (all day, all places), and finally cost. Also, for a more advanced service to be realized, object level localization as well as mobile robots should be provided from the same localization network, or in conjunction with sensor networks. By doing this, the robot is not required to have very much advanced intelligence itself. Most of the robot intelligence is implemented in a remote RSM server. Therefore, it will be sufficient for a robot to be equipped with network connectivity, a minimal set of sensors and some intelligence for reactive behaviour. As a handy, but practical RT service, a remote Application WEB server Application O.S
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Fig. 6.An example RT service implementation.
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User



RSM server



Robot (Client) Client Open (CON) Client Accept (CAT) … Request (RPT) Response (RES) … Keep Alive (KA) …



Connectivity to communications network
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After five minutes of no response, connection is automatically closed



… Error (ERR) Ack / Nack … Connection Close (CC)



Fig. 7. A simplified message flow between the robot and RSM server.



monitoring and security service was implemented. As a routine task, the robot travels along a predefined route in a given environment. The user can watch what the robot sees at any time through the user’s mobile phone or PC. Environment data from the sensor network and video from the robot is encoded and delivered to the RSM server, where semantic service module is running. When unusual context is detected by the semantic module, the present route is abandoned and the robot is fetched to the area in question. At this moment, the video from the robot is automatically recorded in the remote RSM server and an SMS message is delivered to the user’s mobile phone. After the situation is over, the robot returns to its original task. Fig. 7 shows a simplified message flow between the robot and the RSM server.



7. Concluding Remarks This paper has described a ubiquitous robotic space which utilizes IT systems. The IT systems may include sensor networks and mobile communications network. Two fundamental robot functions such as perception and motion can be considerably enhanced with the help of the IT systems. In an exemplified RT service, it was pointed out that in order to make any RT service a profitable and practical one, basic components should be defined and interfacing protocols among them should be appropriately provided. It is expected that by establishing a standardized service framework and service protocols, development cost and complexity in developing RT services can be minimized. By doing this, ordinary users can also appreciate enhanced RT services provided by different service providers with existing personal communications devices such as mobile phones and PDAs without additional purchase of special devices.
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